Crick woodlands entomological notes -July/August 2019
One of the most obvious, but not the biggest, insect to be seen currently is the pollen beetle.

There are around 100 in the photo above left. These small black glossy beetles (about 3 mm long)
are found, often in considerable numbers, on just about every flower out at the moment, which
begs the question ‘how many are there in the
crick woodlands? The wild meadow area has
thousands of ox eye daises and clovers in
bloom, not to mention the buttercups, roses, cow
parsley and so on in other areas.
Brassicogethes aeneus to give it its new latin
name, is a pest of rape seed crops, the larvae
damage the developing flowers so reducing the
seed crop. As a lot of rapeseed is grown
hereabouts this might explain why there are so
many adults now on the flowers in the
woodlands. The adults over winter in woodlands
and then invade the new rapeseed crops next
year.
Flowers are also good places to see hoverflies. There are many different types and many mimic
bees or wasps, which gives them
protection from predators.
This one to the left, called Chelosia
illustrata, is quite hairy and resembles
a bumble bee, of which there are quite
a few in the meadow area. Another
common hoverfly is more wasp like with
a striped orange and black abdomen.

Whilst on the subject of flies, you may see this
beautiful brassy green fly with obvious white tips
to its wings. It is a dolichopodid fly (meaning
long legs) with the very long and difficult to
pronounce name of Poecilobothrus nobilitatus.

There is considerable butterfly activity in the more open areas. The Marbled White Melanargia
galathea is currently the only white butterfly in
the woods and is particularly common in the
area on the canal side of the wild meadow in
Under Crick Wood.
The brown butterflies which show flashes of
orange in the brown when they fly are Meadow
Browns, Maniola jurtina.

But in the Millennium wood the common brown
butterfly there is the Ringlet Aphantopus

hyperantus and it does not have the orange hint in
flight. I caught a glimpse of a large orange butterfly,
probably a fritillary, but failed to photograph it. But the
smaller orange butterflies are Small Skippers
Thymelicus sylvestris (left)
which are quite fast flying
and again most common
in the same area as the
Marbled Whites.
Two other lepidopterans
were seen, the common
but difficult to photograph,
grass moths which fly up
when the grass is
disturbed but then
disappear when they dive
back into the grass (right).
The other was also a moth
which flies during the day,
the Six Spot Burnet,
Zygaena filipendulae, easily identified by the red spots
on the black fore wings.

Dragonflies are quite common in both woods where they are probably hunting for food. I did see a
Brown Hawker Aeshna grandis in the millennium wood. This is a large dragonfly which is
commonly found away from water in woodlands. Sadly I could not get a picture. I was able to
photograph two different damsel flies
however. The blue Beautiful Demoiselle
Calopteryx virgo was also in the
Millennium wood. The focus is a bit off
on the body but the leg is in focus and
you can see the row of sharp spines it
uses to grab its prey, small flying insects,
in flight.
The other is a female White Legged

Damsel fly Platycnemis pennipes (left) from Brims Hill
wood, which probably lives as a nymph in the canal.

Finally the metallic green beetles on
the Docks have gone. Now the
dock plants have a new insect, the
Dock Leatherbug Coreus
marginatus (right). This one is sitting
on my net and is about 10mm long.
Despite its name it can be found on
a wide range of plants.

